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Abstract

Document Information Extraction (DIE) is a crucial task for extracting key information from
visually-rich documents. The typical pipeline approach for this task involves Optical Charac-
ter Recognition (OCR), serializer, Semantic Entity Recognition (SER), and Relation Extraction
(RE) modules. However, this pipeline presents significant challenges in real-world scenarios
due to issues such as unnatural text order and error propagation between different modules. To
address these challenges, we propose a novel tagging-based method – Global TaggeR (GTR),
which converts the original sequence labeling task into a token relation classification task. This
approach globally links discontinuous semantic entities in complex layouts, and jointly extracts
entities and relations from documents. In addition, we design a joint training loss and a joint
decoding strategy for SER and RE tasks based on GTR. Our experiments on multiple datasets
demonstrate that GTR not only mitigates the issue of text in the wrong order but also improves
RE performance.

1 Introduction

Document Information Extraction (DIE), which is to extract key information from document with com-
plex layouts, has become increasingly important in recent years (Zhang et al., 2022; Hong et al., 2022).
It not only enables us to efficiently compress document data, but also facilitates the retrieval of impor-
tant information from documents. A typical pipeline approach for the DIE task is depicted in Figure
1(a) (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Hwang et al., 2021a). First, the document with complex layout is con-
verted into text blocks using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) tools. Next, the serializer module
organizes these text blocks into a more appropriate order. Finally, the well-ordered text blocks are in-
put sequentially into the Semantic Entity Recognition (SER) and Relation Extraction (RE) modules to
extract key-value pairs.

However, the pipeline approach in Figure 1(a) presents significant challenges in real-world scenarios.
(1) Mainstream models for the DIE task, such as LayoutLM (Xu et al., 2020), LayoutLMv2 (Xu et al.,
2021) and LayoutXLM (Xu et al., 2022), usually use sequence labeling in the Beginning-Inside–Outside
(BIO) tagging schema, which assume that tokens belonging to the same semantic entity are grouped
together after serialization. If the serializer module fails to order the text blocks correctly, the final
performance can be severely impacted. A potential solution is to train a strong and robust serializer
module, but this is difficult due to the labor-intensive labeling process under rich and diverse styles of
documents; (2) In addition to the issue of text order, this pipeline also suffers from error propagation
when using a SER module and a RE module. In research settings, the results of the SER and RE tasks
are generally tested separately, with the ground truth of the SER results being used as default auxiliary
information for the RE task. However, in real-world scenarios, the SER module in the pipeline cannot
provide 100% accurate results, which ineluctably leads to error propagation on RE performance.

Researchers have explored alternative methods for modeling OCR results directly without serializer
module to tackle the issue of text in the wrong order. Some have utilized graph convolution networks to
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(a) The pipeline approach in the DIE task.
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(b) The end-to-end approach in this paper.

Figure 1: A comparison between (a) current pipeline approach and (b) our end-to-end approach.

model the relationships between tokens (Yu et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2020) . Others have
converted the DIE task into a parsing problem, modeling tree structure for the document (Hwang et al.,
2021b; Mathur et al., 2023). Besides, generative encoder-decoder frameworks are applied to avoid the
weakness of the BIO tagging schema essentially (Kim et al., 2022). While these methods can mitigate
the problem of text in the wrong order, they still face challenges. For example, graph-based methods
require a more delicate model design, and generative models are usually difficult to train and require a
great amount of document data for pre-training.

To address abovementioned two problems, we propose a simple yet effective method named Global
TaggeR (GTR). Our approach is inspired by Wu et al. (2020), which converts the original sequence
labeling task into a token relation classification task. For the SER task, we tag all token pairs and design
a decoding strategy based on disjoint sets to decode the semantic entities. And we find GTR naturally
resistant to wrong text order to a certain extent. For example, there is a document fragment “登记表
姓名李雷性别男” and we tag the token pair {姓, 名} so that we know “姓名” is a semantic entity.
Even if we shuffle this fragment to “登记表姓李性男名雷别”, we still can know “姓名” is a semantic
entity using the same tag {姓,名}. In other words, GTR enables us to recognize discontinuous semantic
entities, regardless of text in the wrong order. Additionally, for the RE task, we combine RE and SER
tags for joint training and extend the decoding strategy for joint decoding. The pipeline of this study is
depicted in Figure 1(b). We remove the serializer module from the original pipeline to make it easier and
propose an end-to-end extraction framework for jointly training the SER and RE tasks to prevent error
propagation problem. The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We propose an end-to-end extraction framework for the document information extraction, which
simplifies the traditional pipeline approach and alleviates error propagation issues.

• In this end-to-end extraction framework, we propose the Global TaggeR (GTR) method, which
contains a global tagging schema and a joint decoding strategy for the SER and RE tasks.

• Our experiments on multiple datasets demonstrate that the GTR proposed not only mitigates the
issue of text in the wrong order but also facilitates the interaction of entity and relation information,
resulting in improvement of RE performance.

2 Background

2.1 Task Definition

Given a document image I and its OCR results that containing a sequence of tokens S = {t1, ..., tn}
paired with corresponding bounding boxes L = {b1, ..., bn}, the goal of the DIE task is to extract a set
of entities E = {e1, ..., em} in the document and their corresponding relations R = {(ei, ej)}. We
usually divide the DIE task into two sub-tasks named SER and RE. For the SER task, we try to recognize
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all possible semantic entities in token sequence S and classify them with three entity types {[Header],
[Question], [Answer]}. For the RE task, based on semantic entities that we have recognized, we match
each two of them if they are question-answer pairs, or key-value pairs. The relations only have two types,
paired or not.

2.2 LayoutXLM

We choose LayoutXLM (Xu et al., 2022) as our baseline model, which is a multilingual and multi-
modal pre-trained language model designed with a single encoder architecture. The model first feeds
token sequence S and bounding box sequence L, along with visual features extracted from document
image I . Next, it adopts visual and text embedding, position embedding and layout embedding as the
representation of tokens, and then employs multi-modal Transformer encoder layers to generate the
representations of the given tokens H = {h1, ..., hn}. Finally, a simple classifier is connected to the
encoder, enabling it to perform downstream SER and RE tasks.

2.3 BIO Tagging Schema

登 记 表 姓 名 李 雷 性 别 男Token Sequence

BIO Tagging B-H I-H I-H B-Q I-Q B-A I-A B-Q I-Q B-A

[Header] [Question] [Answer] [Question] [Answer]

登记表

男性别李雷姓名

means OCR from top to bottom and from left to right

(a) The BIO tagging schema successfully tags when the input
text is well-ordered.

Token Sequence

BIO Tagging B-H I-H I-H ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

[Header]

登记表

男性

别

李

雷

姓

名

登 记 表 姓 李 性 男 名 别 雷

(b) The BIO tagging schema fails to tag when the order of
the input text is incorrect.

Figure 2: The illustration of the BIO tagging schema.

The BIO tagging schema, which is a popular sequence labeling technique, is widely used for the SER
task. In this schema, each token in the document is labeled with a prefix that indicates whether it is
the beginning (B), inside (I), or outside (O) of an entity span. Figure 2(a) provides a simple illustra-
tion. However, layout-rich documents often result in OCR text in the wrong order. Given text in the
wrong order, the BIO tagging schema cannot express span boundaries correctly, illustrated in Figure
2(b). Therefore, it is necessary to find new approaches to tackle this issue.

3 Approach

In this section, we introduce our GTR approach in four parts. First, we propose the global tagging schema
of the DIE task. Next, a token pair scoring layer added to baseline model is proposed. Then, we design
a corresponding decoding strategy to decode entities and relations from the predicted tagging matrix.
Finally, we introduce our training loss for jointly training SER and RE tasks.

3.1 Global Tagging Schema

For the DIE task, we use five tags {O, H, Q, A, P} to represent relations between token ti and tj . Table
1 shows the meanings of these five tags.

Figure 3(a) illustrates the global tagging schema tags entities that are difficult to tag using the BIO
tagging schema in Figure 2(b). Tokens in the same semantic entity are tagged with the same label
pairwise. The labels are {H, Q, A}, representing the entity types {[Header], [Question], [Answer]},
respectively. For example, in Figure 3(a), the token pair {姓, 名} = Q means that the tokens “姓” and
“名” belong to the same entity span, and the entity type is [Question]. Similarly, {登,记,表} belongs
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Tags Meanings
H Token ti and tj belong to the same entity span, and the entity type is [Header].
Q Token ti and tj belong to the same entity span, and the entity type is [Question].
A Token ti and tj belong to the same entity span, and the entity type is [Answer].
P Token ti and tj belong to two paired entities, with the types of [Question] and [Answer].
O No above four relations for token ti and tj .

Table 1: The meanings of tags for the DIE task.
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(a) SER task. The left is the tagging matrix and the right is the
corresponding semantic entities.
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(b) RE task. The right is the tagging matrix and the
left is the rearranged semantic entities.

Figure 3: The illustration of global tagging schema for jointly labeling (a) SER and (b) RE tasks. We
only display the upper triangular of tagging matrix on account of its symmetry.

to the [Header] entity, {性, 别} belongs to the [Question] entity, and {李, 雷}, {男} belong to the
[Answer] entity.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the global tagging schema tags relations after tagging entities. For each
[Question]-[Answer] (QA) relation in the document, tokens from the two associated entities, are tagged
with the same label P pairwise. For example, given the premise that {姓,名} belongs to [Question] en-
tity and {李,雷} belongs to [Answer] entity, the token pairs {姓,李}, {姓,雷}, {名,雷} = P, indicating
that {姓,名} and {李,雷} are paired QA relation. Similarly, {性,别} and {男} are paired QA relation.

The global tagging schema offers two primary advantages in the DIE task. (1) First, it allows for
the tagging of discontinuous semantic entity spans. Due to the diversity of document layouts, the token
sequence produced by OCR tools is usually in an incorrect order. Even if the tokens in the same semantic
entity span are discontinuous in the token sequence, they can still be tagged using this global tagging
schema. (2) Second, it supports joint training of the SER and RE tasks. Using the global tagging schema,
the SER task can be expanded to token-to-token relationship classification task. This schema unifies task
format and enables unified modeling and joint training for the SER and RE tasks.

3.2 Token Pair Scoring
For the representations H = {h1, ..., hn} generated from given token sequence S, we employ simple
linear transformation and multiplication operation to obtain the global score sij|c of token pair ti and tj
classified to class c:

qi,c = Wq,chi + bq,c (1)

kj,c = Wk,chj + bk,c (2)

sij|c = (Riqi,c)
T (Rjkj,c) (3)

where qi,c and kj,c are intermediate representations created by linear transformation operation. R is
a rotary position embedding (Su et al., 2021), which helps to embed relative position information and
accelerate training process.
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During the training stage, we directly use sij|c to compute loss function. For the supervision signal of
sij|c, we assign signal 1 to represent {H, Q, A, P} tags and signal −1 to represent the absence of any of
the above four relations. Therefore, during the inference stage, we obtain the predicted tagging matrix
by processing sij|c with a threshold of 0, where values greater than 0 are regarded as tags.

3.3 Decoding Strategy
With the predicted tagging matrix, we design a decoding strategy to extract the semantic entities and
relations, as shown in Algorithm 1. Following the proposed decoding strategy, we decode in two steps:

Algorithm 1 Decoding Strategy for DIE
Input: The predicted tagging matrix T . The predicted tag of token pair ti and tj is denoted as T (ti, tj).

The predicted tag of token pair ti and ti is abbreviated as T (ti). If all tokens in a set e share the same
tag, abbreviated as T (e).

Output: Entity set E and relation set R.
1: Initialize the entity set E and relation set R with ∅, and n← len(S).
2: while i ≤ n do
3: if T (ti) ∈ {H,Q,A} then
4: E ← E ∪ {ti}
5: end if
6: end while
7: while i ≤ n and j ≤ n do
8: if i ̸= j and T (ti, tj) ∈ {H,Q,A} and T (ti, tj) = T (ti) = T (tj) then
9: E ←Merge the set where ti resides and the set where tj resides in E.

10: end if
11: end while
12: while ei ∈ E and ej ∈ E do
13: if T (ei) = Q and T (ej) = A and any T (tk, tl) = P that tk ∈ ei and tl ∈ ej then
14: R← R ∪ {(ei, ej)}
15: end if
16: end while
17: return the set E and the set R

SER. Firstly, we recognize the diagonal tags, and use these tags to label the token sequence S. Then, we
recognize the non-diagonal tags belonging to {H, Q, A}, and use these tags for merging tokens. Iterating
through these tags, we use a disjoint set algorithm with additional judgement to merge semantic entity
tokens. Therefore, we can extract the semantic entity set E.
RE. Using the semantic entity set E, we iterate through all possible [Question]-[Answer] entity pairs.
If there exists any token pair tk and tl that tk in an entity ei with type [Question] and tl in an entity ej
with type [Answer] and T (tk, tl) is tagged with label P, we add (ei, ej) into relation set R. Finally, we
can extract the semantic entity set E as well as the relation set R.

3.4 Training Loss
For token pair ti and tj , we denote yij as the ground truth tag and Pij(ŷ = k) as the predicted probability
for class k. A cross entropy loss is applied:

L = −
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∑
k∈C

I(yij = k) logPij(ŷ = k), Pij(ŷ = k) =
esij|k∑

k′∈C
esij|k′

(4)

where I is an indicator function and C is the label set {H, Q, A, P, O}. And sij|k denotes the predicted
score for token pair ti and tj classified to class k.

We attempt to train the baseline model using the above loss function but fail due to convergence issues.
And the training results always output O tags. We suggest that our global tagging schema requires the
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prediction of a probability matrix of n∗n, which results in very sparse supervised signals, facing a severe
class imbalance problem, and making it challenging to train the model effectively. Inspired by Su et al.
(2022), we improve logPij(ŷ = k) with a class imbalance likelihood:

logPij(ŷ = k) = log(1 + e−sij|k) + log(1 +
∑

k′∈C,k′ ̸=k

esij|k′ ) (5)

which turns loss into a pairwise comparison of target category scores and non-target category scores.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset. We use FUNSD (Jaume et al., 2019) and XFUN (Xu et al., 2022) datasets to evaluate our
proposed approach. (1) FUNSD is an English dataset for document understanding, comprising 199 an-
notated documents. The dataset is split into a training set of 149 documents and a testing set of 50
documents; (2) XFUN is a multilingual dataset for document understanding that comprises seven lan-
guages [Chinese (ZH), Japanese (JA), Spanish (ES), French (FR), Italian (IT), German (DE), Portuguese
(PT)], totaling 1,393 annotated documents. Each language’s data has separate training and testing sets,
with 199 and 50 documents respectively.
Parameter Settings. For training, we follow the hyper-parameter settings of Xu et al. (2022), setting the
learning rate to 5e-5 and the warmup ratio to 0.1. The max length of input token sequence is set to 512,
which means a split of chunk size 512 if the input token sequence is too long. For a fair comparison, we
set the batch size to 64 and run the training for 2000 steps to ensure that the models have well converged.
Input Settings. Golden input and OCR input are two types of input text order for experiment input
settings. (1) Golden input means that we concatenate the ground truth text blocks into a token sequence
and feed it into the model, which implies that all semantic entity spans are continuous. (2) OCR input
means that we concatenate all tokens following the recognition pattern of a common OCR from top to
bottom and left to right before feeding them into the model. This implies that under complex layouts, the
same semantic entity span may be discontinuous.
Evaluation Metrics. For evaluation, we use F1-score on two sub-tasks: (1) Semantic Entity Recognition
(SER), where semantic entities are identified by tagging as either {[Header], [Question], [Answer]}.
When the entity type and all entity tokens are correct, the entity is regarded as a correct entity. (2)
Relation Extraction (RE), where paired relation of question and answer entities are identified. We use a
strict evaluation metrics that only the paired two entities are exactly correct at the token-level, the relation
is regarded as a correct relation.
Baseline Model. We use LayoutXLMBASE model as the baseline model. Its original RE results are
tested based on the given ground truth semantic entities. To test the RE results in the pipeline for baseline
model, we first reproduce the results of Xu et al. (2022) and then re-test the RE results using the semantic
entities generated by its SER module.

4.2 Result

We evaluate the baseline model with the BIO tagging and the global tagging on language-specific fine-
tuning settings (training on X, and testing on X).

Table 2 presents the results under Golden input settings. We compare our global tagger approach
with the reproduced baseline. The results show that our global tagger method outperforms the baseline
model on average F1-score of the 8 languages for the SER task. Moreover, when combining the SER and
RE tasks in an end-to-end extraction framework, the RE performance of average F1-score significantly
surpassed that of the baseline model pipelined, and is even higher on two languages compared with the
baseline model using ground truth semantic entity information .

Table 3 presents the result under OCR input settings. We directly use the baseline model trained under
Golden input settings to predict the SER and RE results for evaluating the BIO tagging schema. We
observe that the SER performance on average F1-score of the 8 languages for the baseline model is
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Model FUNSD ZH JA ES FR IT DE PT Avg.

SER
BIO♣ 0.7940 0.8924 0.7921 0.7550 0.7902 0.8082 0.8222 0.7903 0.8056
BIO 0.8013 0.8944 0.7864 0.7426 0.7852 0.8073 0.7951 0.7848 0.7996
GTR 0.8079 0.8818 0.7972 0.7631 0.8067 0.8210 0.8032 0.8071 0.8110

gtSER+RE
BIO♣ 0.5483 0.7073 0.6963 0.6896 0.6353 0.6415 0.6551 0.5718 0.6432
BIO 0.5560 0.7047 0.6519 0.7041 0.6664 0.6725 0.6485 0.5893 0.6492

SER+RE
BIO 0.4340 0.5965 0.5082 0.498 0.5064 0.4861 0.4258 0.3765 0.4789
GTR 0.5910 0.7739 0.6470 0.5363 0.6063 0.6594 0.5531 0.5247 0.6115

Table 2: Main result under Golden input settings. ♣: results reported in Xu et al. (2022). Best results
are in bold comparing reproduced BIO tagging (abbreviated as BIO) with our global tagger (abbreviated
as GTR). gtSER+RE denotes evaluating the RE results using ground truth SER results. And SER+RE
denotes evaluating the RE results using SER results of the model.

Model FUNSD ZH JA ES FR IT DE PT Avg.

SER
BIO 0.5735 0.3970 0.4017 0.6287 0.6916 0.7055 0.6823 0.6863 0.5958
GTR 0.7412 0.8444 0.7205 0.7165 0.7676 0.7772 0.7508 0.7811 0.7624

SER+RE
BIO 0.2712 0.1441 0.1759 0.3665 0.4141 0.4206 0.3566 0.3086 0.3072
GTR 0.5828 0.6920 0.5427 0.5686 0.5712 0.5888 0.5933 0.5580 0.5872

Table 3: Main result under OCR input settings. Best results are in bold comparing reproduced BIO
tagging (abbreviated as BIO) with our global tagger (abbreviated as GTR).

significantly impacted, making it difficult to perform the RE process based on its SER results. However,
with joint training and decoding using our global tagger approach, we are able to alleviate this issue.

4.3 Analysis

4.3.1 Golden Input vs. OCR Input
The BIO tagging schema requires well-ordered input, while the global tagging schema accepts
unordered input. Comparing the average F1-score of SER performance in Table 2 and Table 3, we
observe a significant drop from 0.7996 to 0.5958 when changing Golden input settings into OCR input,
indicating a great impact by the order of input tokens using the BIO tagging schema. On the other hand,
under the global tagging schema, we find the model’s average SER performance only drops from 0.8110
to 0.7624 between Golden input settings and OCR input settings, demonstrating that the global tagging
schema can effectively alleviate suboptimal input token order issue.

4.3.2 Pipeline Framework vs. End-to-End Framework
The pipeline framework with the BIO tagging schema suffers from error propagation, while the
end-to-end GTR method can greatly mitigate it. In Table 2, we observe a drop of average F1-score
on the RE results from 0.6492 to 0.4789 when combining the SER and RE modules in the pipeline,
demonstrating that pipeline framework can greatly impact performance. Particularly, when both SER
and RE modules have poor performance under OCR input settings, we observe a terrible performance,
which is only 0.3072 average F1-score on the RE task. In such case, joint training and decoding in GTR
method can significantly alleviate error propagation issue with the average F1-score of 0.5872 rather than
0.3072 of 8 language datasets on the RE task.

Besides, in Table 2, the SER+RE results using GTR approach are even higher than the baseline RE
results using ground truth semantic entities on English(FUNSD) and Chinese(ZH) language datasets,
indicating that the end-to-end extraction framework is potential for facilitating the interaction of entity
and relation information, resulting in better RE performance.
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5 Related Work

In recent years, benefited from pre-training and fine-tuning paradigm, information extraction for docu-
ments has gained significant attention in both research and industry (Li et al., 2021b; Li et al., 2021a;
Appalaraju et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2023). However, there are still
numerous challenges in the pipeline when applied in real-world scenarios. Addressing the issue of text
order in the pipeline, related works are organized into three perspectives.

5.1 Sequence-based Perspective
Sequence-based models, such as LayoutLM (Xu et al., 2020) and LayoutLMv2 (Xu et al., 2021), aim
to encode serialized token sequence from complex and diverse document, integrating layout, font, and
other features. These models offer several advantages, such as simplicity, scalability, and suitability
for Masked Language Modeling (MLM) pre-training. However, these models are constrained by the
traditional BIO tagging mode and require a well-ordered token sequence as a basis.

5.2 Graph-based Perspective
Graph-based models usually treat tokens as nodes in a graph and allow interactions between tokens
explicitly to enhance their representations (Yu et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2020). Even
though these models leverage the graph structure to capture more complex relationships between entities,
they still use the BIO paradigm for SER task. Alternatively, some works, like SPADE (Hwang et al.,
2021b), take a different approach by converting DIE task into document parsing task. It models the
document as a dependency tree to represent entities and relations.

Our work in this paper also lies in graph-based perspectives. Similar to the tack of SPADE that
converting the DIE task to a different task, we view the DIE task as a token relation classification task.
But unlike SPADE, we do not utilize a graph generator and graph decoder. Rather, we simply modify
the tagging schema and do not change the encoding model.

5.3 End-to-End Perspective
End-to-End model typically combines the entire pipeline into one model. Dessurt (Davis et al., 2022),
TRIE++ (Cheng et al., 2022), for example, unify OCR, reordering, and extraction into a single model.
Meanwhile, models like Donut (Kim et al., 2022), GMN (Cao et al., 2022), use a generative encoder-
decoder architecture to unify OCR and generation. In contrast to extraction-based works, they directly
generate the structured output, making it more flexible for varying output formats.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end approach named global tagger to solve the document information
extraction task. Experiments on the FUNSD and XFUN datasets demonstrate its efficacy in effectively
mitigating the gap between token order in OCR input and golden input. Furthermore, our experimental
results indicate that joint training and decoding of semantic entity recognition and relation extraction
tasks in this end-to-end extraction framework can alleviate the negative impact of error propagation and
improve the performance of the relation extraction results.
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